Recommended Walking Courses

These walking courses, designed by the Yamanaka Onsen Tourism Association, make a great way to enjoy the natural beauty, history, and serene views of Yamanaka Onsen.

- Beppu Onsen Shrine
- City of Bunkyō
- Yamanaka Onsen

Tour the Treasure of Nature's Beauty

A natural sight of an onsen

"A Walk Along the Streets of Yamanaka Onsen"

Kawaguchiko Station to Yamanaka Onsen

For Ryokan (Japanese-style Inn)

Information:

- Kogen no Hanaya
- Yuzawa no Hanaya
- Gotemba no Hanaya
- Koba no Hanaya
- Yuzawa no Hanaya
- Gotemba no Hanaya
- Koba no Hanaya
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Yamanaka Onsen Bridge, Kawaguchiko
Yamanaka Onsen Bridge, Minakami
"A Walk Along the Streets of Yamanaka Onsen"
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Yamanaka Onsen Bridge, Minakami